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Photo studio Puluz LED 40cm PU5041B

Puluz PU5041B 40 cm photo studio
The Puluz PU5041B photo studio is perfect for product photography and more. With its help you can properly expose selected items such
as  jewelry,  toys,  gadgets  or  accessories.  The  product  also  provides  excellent  quality  LED  lighting.  It  offers  3  light  modes  and  10
brightness  levels  to  choose  from.  It  is  equipped  with  a  USB  cable  that  allows  you  to  power  it.  You  will  also  find  interchangeable
double-sided backgrounds (6 pieces) in 12 colors.
 
Optimal lighting
If  you  are  into  photography,  you  surely  know  the  importance  of  proper  light.  That's  why  the  Puluz  brand  tent  is  equipped  with  a
high-quality  LED  lamp,  which  is  distinguished  by  a  high  color  rendering  index  of  up  to  90.  You  can  also  adjust  the  lighting  to  your
expectations. There are 3 modes - white light, soft light and warm light. The device also allows for 10-step brightness adjustment from
0% to 100%. You can change the settings using the remote control integrated into the cable.
 
Many possibilities
Do you often take pictures with your smartphone? Or do you use a camera? The Puluz photo studio will work in almost every situation!
You can also take photos from different perspectives - from the front or from above, through the additional opening. The kit also includes
a  special  soft  cloth  to  help  you  take  pictures  of  highly  reflective  objects.  Inside  the  tent  there  is  a  reflective  fabric  to  ensure  even
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dispersion of light.
 
Double-sided, colorful backgrounds
Take care of the optimal exposure of the subjects you photograph. To help you highlight what's most beautiful in your chosen subjects,
interchangeable backgrounds in 12 colors are included. Options include black and white, gray and gold, yellow and orange, red and pink,
blue and purple, and green and brown. Choose the right color and make your photographed items look even better!
 
Worryfree power supply
The product is  equipped with a USB cable that allows it  to be powered with 5V. You can easily connect the tent not only to a regular
mains charger, but also to a powerbank or even a computer or laptop. This gives you more freedom when shooting - you no longer have
to limit yourself to available outlets. The device also ensures safety of use.
 
Portable
Say goodbye to old, heavy and bulky photography equipment. The Puluz PU41B photo studio is extremely lightweight and portable. It is
distinguished by its foldable design. It can be folded or unfolded easily - you do not need any additional tools. Its transport is facilitated
by the included bag. All this means that this practical photo studio can accompany you almost anywhere.
 
In the box
Photo studio
Carrying bag
Black / white background
Gray / gold background
Yellow / orange background
Red / pink background
Blue / purple background
Green / brown background
Soft cloth
Brand
Puluz
Model
PU41B
Material
Oxford fabric, aluminum film, PVC, ABS, PE
Number of LED beads
160
LED beads model
2835
Brightness
25lm
Color temperature
3200-6500K
Brightness adjustment
10-level
CRI
About 90
Voltage
5V
Power consumption
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0.4-11W
Dimensions
40x40x40cm

Price:

€ 43.00

Photo, Other, Video, Accessories
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